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workshop which everyone could attend.my sister isn't really a crafty-er person but when she has a project in mind like this it
only makes me want to jump to help her.we all browsed through the ny-ed classbooks, pin-curls, hair spray, brushes, baking
soda and water - all you needed.sowhatsa little tip? since we are trying new things, it helps to have someone on hand to ask

questions... or else spend a good 2-3 hours trying to figure it all out.another hint? are you neat-freak? i've been known to grow
some green on my hands.. and no one wants to touch me after that so grab a bowl of wet wipes. (yes, i know its gross but you'd
be surprised).so, the girls were given their project. you should have seen the faces they made when they opened up the padded
fabric that came with it. it felt like a big mystery package - it was wrapped beautifully and there was even a little tag made out
of the same fabric. (thanks for that dad! : )i was a bit disappointed in the fabric that came with it. when i was in my teens, my
parents would insist on buying me the same fabric each year for sewing. at first i thought it would be nice to have something

different, but over the years i realize it was sooo good for my creativity and sewing. so, let's face it, this project is kind of
boring. it's a quilted wall hanging, lined with your choice of vintage fabrics and with a cotton poplin backing. doesn't get any

better than that.the girls had various ideas on how they wanted 3e33713323
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